Long-Lived, Transferred Crystalline Silicon Carbide Nanomembranes for Implantable Flexible Electronics
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ABSTRACT: Implantable electronics are of great interest owing to their capability for real-time and continuous recording of cellular electrical activity. Nevertheless, as such systems involve direct interfaces with surrounding biofluidic environments, maintaining their long-term sustainable operation, without leakage currents or corrosion, is a daunting challenge. Herein, we present a thin, flexible semiconducting material system that offers attractive attributes in this context. The material consists of crystalline cubic silicon carbide nanomembranes grown on silicon wafers, released and then physically transferred to a final device substrate (e.g., polyimide). The experimental results demonstrate that SiC nanomembranes with thicknesses of 230 nm do not experience the hydrolysis process (i.e., the etching rate is 0 nm/day at 96 °C in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)). There is no observable water permeability for at least 60 days in PBS at 96 °C and non-Na⁺ ion diffusion detected at a thickness of 50 nm after being soaked in 1x PBS for 12 days. These properties enable Faradaic interfaces between active electronics and biological tissues, as well as multimodal sensing of temperature, strain, and other properties without the need for additional encapsulating layers. These findings create important opportunities for use of flexible, wide band gap materials as essential components of long-lived neurological and cardiac electrophysiological device interfaces.
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could enable real-time, continuous monitoring of cellular and tissue level activities, providing valuable information for diagnosis and treatment of neurological disorders or cardiac diseases.\textsuperscript{1−5} For instance, silicon nanomembrane transistors in flexible substrates serve as the foundations for electronics capable of multiplexed, \textit{in vivo} recording of cardiac electrophysiology with minimal invasive interfaces, owing to mechanical and geometrical matching to soft, curved, and moving biological tissues.\textsuperscript{6} In some cases, sensing combines with stimulation to provide closed-loop feedback control over organ function, such as in the case of strain gauges and optogenetic interfaces to the bladder expansion to normalize overactive urination.\textsuperscript{7} In applications such as deep brain stimulators (e.g., brain–machine interface) and cardiac pacemakers, a relevant operational time frame for the devices corresponds to the life of the patient. For systems designed with robust engineering margins, the desired lifetime might be more than 100 years.\textsuperscript{8} In this context, the development of submicron layers as robust barriers to biofluid penetration represents one of the most significant material challenges. Silicon itself dissolves in aqueous environments by hydrolysis under physiological conditions,\textsuperscript{9−11} thereby demanding the integration of separate layers for encapsulation.\textsuperscript{12−16} Silicon dioxide, thermally grown on device-grade silicon wafers, represents an excellent choice due to its relative impermeability to water and its low rate of hydrolysis compared to that of Si.\textsuperscript{12−14} Nevertheless, SiO\textsubscript{2} layers for multidecade lifetimes require thicknesses of a few hundred nanometers, thereby leading to relatively low capacitive coupling for sensing and/or stimulation.\textsuperscript{14} More generally, full coverage of SiO\textsubscript{2} on the electronics prevents the formation of Faradaic bioelectrical interfaces, thereby hindering applications that require direct electrical contact. Recent reports describe the use of highly doped p−Si and Si/\textit{Ti}Si\textsubscript{3} \textit{via} structures as strategies that circumvent these limitations.\textsuperscript{17,18} However, the complexity of the resulting structures and the inability to exploit semiconducting interfaces for photothermal effects, photoelectronics, piezoresistive/piezoelectric responses, and photoacoustic phenomena could hinder other potentially interesting modalities for measurements of intracellular and extracellular pathways.\textsuperscript{19−22}

Here, we introduce the use of physically transferred nanomembranes of single-crystalline silicon carbide (SiC) on flexible substrates as excellent biofluid barriers that offer semiconducting functionality and long-lived stability under immersion in simulated biofluids. Owing to its chemical inertness and stable electrical properties, SiC electronic interfaces can operate in biofluid environments without any encapsulation layers. We note that silicon carbide has been extensively investigated for harsh environmental applications including high temperatures (e.g., in the combustion engines of automobiles),\textsuperscript{23−26} mechanically/chemically corrosive conditions (e.g., in gas/oil transporting pipeline systems),\textsuperscript{27−29} and high radiation environments (e.g., in space exploration missions).\textsuperscript{30,31} However, as conventional SiC electronics devices require rigid substrates, strongly mismatched to the properties of soft biotissues, the potential of these materials for flexible implantable electronics has been rarely reported.\textsuperscript{32−35} In recent studies, by employing the low deposition temperatures, amorphous SiC grown directly on polymers or metals has been utilized as a protective layer for flexible neural electrodes.\textsuperscript{36,37} As amorphous SiC is generally associated with a high density of defects (e.g., point defects, and dangling bonds) and pinholes, hydrolysis and diffusion processes can occur in these films,\textsuperscript{36} with the potential to lead to device failure. In addition, due to its low electrical conduction, applications of amorphous SiC are typically limited to biobarriers but not as sensing elements or active device components. Single-crystalline SiC is preferred to amorphous SiC for electrodes and sensing applications owing to its high conductance and its capability of integrating with other electronics devices (e.g., transistors and diodes). Bernadin \textit{et al.} utilized single-crystalline 4H-SiC as neural recording electronics.\textsuperscript{38} Nevertheless, due to the chemical inertness of 4H-SiC, releasing free-standing thin 4H-SiC films from bulk wafers was not possible. Beygi \textit{et al.} developed a thick p−n junction in cubic SiC for neural interfaces; however, as the thickness of the film was relatively large (8 μm), this platform was only suitable for the shank configuration.\textsuperscript{39} To date, a flexible single-crystalline SiC platform for biosensing and recording applications has not been realized. This work develops and elucidates the long-term stability and multifunctionality of nanomembrane crystalline SiC flexible electronics, as oppor-

Figure 1. Cubic SiC materials for long-lived implantable electronics. (A) Photograph of a film of SiC grown on a 6 in. Si substrate. (B) AFM data collected from a 5 μm × 5 μm area of the as-grown SiC film. (C) XRD θ−2θ scan on the SiC/Si wafer. (D) Wafer level fabrication of freestanding SiC nanomembranes where a SiC layer grown on the backside of Si was utilized as the hard mask for Si wet-etching. (E) Generic concept for SiC electronics in long-lived implantable applications.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The silicon carbide nanomembranes were fabricated following
the growth of nanoscale films on silicon wafers using low-
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD).40,41 To balance
the residual stress in the SiC films due to high-temperature CVD
process, we deposited SiC films on both sides of the silicon
wafers, helping to avoid large wafer bowing and cracking. Among
numerous SiC polytypes, such as hexagonal (4H-SiC and 6H-
SiC) and cubic (3C-SiC) crystals, our material of choice is 3C-
SiC as this is the only crystal that can be grown on a Si substrate,
making it compatible with conventional MEMS fabrication
technologies as well as reducing material cost.42,43 Figure 1A
shows a photograph of an as-deposited 6 in. SiC/Si wafer where
the thickness of the SiC is 230 nm. The atomic force microscopy
(AFM) data show excellent surface smoothness with a root
mean square roughness of less than 3 nm (Figure 1B), with a
thickness uniformity of less than ±1%. The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern shows obvious peaks at 41.1 and 90° (i.e., 2θ)
corresponding to SiC(100), whereas the peak at 69.1° is derived
from the Si substrate (Figure 1C). The results confirm that the
SiC films are epitaxially deposited on Si, with crystallographic
orientation aligned with that of the substrate. The conductivity
of SiC can be tuned by in situ introduction of dopants (e.g., Al or N)
during the deposition process, making it possible to form
either p-type or n-type SiC. Figure 1D demonstrates the capability
for full wafer-scale level fabrication of the SiC/Si platform, in which the SiC layer deposited on the backside of Si
was utilized to form free-standing SiC nanomembranes (with
dimensions varying from 300 μm × 300 μm up to 10 mm × 10
mm). Figure 1E illustrates desirable properties in SiC for long-
lived implantable electronics, including (i) low hydrolysis rate,
(ii) impermeability to water, (iii) low ion diffusivity, (iv)
biocompatibility, and (v) mechanical flexibility, as elucidated in
the following experiments.
The hydrolysis rate for SiC was investigated by soaking the as-
deposited SiC-on-Si film into phosphate-buffered saline (PBS,
pH 7.4) at 96 °C. The soak test in PBS solution was performed at
an increased temperature (instead of a physiological temper-

Figure 2. Rate of hydrolysis of SiC in comparison to other encapsulation materials. (A) Colorimetric indication of changes in thickness and/or
surface morphology due to hydrolysis from soaking in PBS at pH 7.4 and 96 °C for 4 days. (B) Image of the devices used in determining etching
depth by profile scanning. (C) Quantification of the hydrolysis of Si, PECVD oxide, thermal oxide, and SiC.

Figure 3A. The aggressive
hydrolysis process for magnesium (Mg + 2H2O = Mg(OH)2 +
H2) rapidly changes the surface morphology of the Mg film to
provide an immediate visual indication of water penetration
(Figure 3B). Generally, the water diffusion is accelerated by the
hydrolysis process (which thins the barrier layer such as thermal
oxide), direct permeation through the material, or the existence
of pinholes or other defects that allow water molecules to rapidly
penetrate through.14 The former possibility can be eliminated
due to the negligible rate of hydrolysis for SiC, as shown in Figure 2. The possibility of pinholes in our SiC nanomembranes was examined using a helium leak test in which the SiC nanomembranes were mounted on a vacuum chamber, and helium gas was purged through the membrane using a high-pressure gun. Helium was utilized as the detecting gas due to its small atomic volume (with a radius of 0.05 nm). The experimental result indicated negligible pressure change under purging/depurging with helium, indicating that the SiC nanomembranes are free of pinholes. Figure 3D shows optical images of Mg films after the 230 nm SiC nanomembranes were soaked in PBS at 96 °C, clearly illustrating the presence of pinholes.

Figure 3. Water barrier test of 230 nm SiC nanomembranes. (A) Fabrication of the test chips. (B) Photograph of a testing device with a Teflon reservoir to contain PBS at pH 7.4 and 96 °C. (C) Helium leak test on free-standing SiC nanomembranes, confirming the absence of pinholes. (D) Evaluation of water barrier properties of SiC nanomembranes in PBS at 96 °C, in comparison to the lifetimes of other materials with similar or larger thickness.

Figure 4. Ion barrier tests of 230 nm SiC nanomembranes. (A) Secondary ion mass spectroscopy measurement of Na⁺ diffusion into SiC nanomembranes after soaking in 1× PBS at 96 °C for 0, 6, and 12 days with a Na⁺ concentration of 0.14 M. (B) Ellipsometry measurements of the soaked films showing excellent stability of their optical properties. (C) Electrical properties of a normally doped film \( N_d = 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) for p-type and \( N_d = 5 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) for n-type, indicating stability in its electrical properties. (D) Data showing the invariance of EIS in SiC electrodes in fluidic environments.
unperturbed Mg after 60 days. As a means of comparison, we plotted the time scale of other semiconductors (e.g., Si, Ge, and ZnO)\textsuperscript{9,10,44} insulators (e.g., SiO\textsubscript{2}, SiN\textsubscript{x}),\textsuperscript{12,14} as well as multilayer stacks (e.g., SiO\textsubscript{2}/HfO\textsubscript{2}, Pt/SiO\textsubscript{2}, parylene/HfO\textsubscript{2}/SiO\textsubscript{2})\textsuperscript{45} published previously (Figure 3C, bottom). The results demonstrate that SiC nanomembranes offer excellent barrier properties.

Another key characteristic for long-term implantation is in the prevention of ion diffusion. Many different types of ions exist in biofluidic media, perhaps most notably Na\textsuperscript+ and K\textsuperscript+.

The diffusion of ions can change the electrical properties of the functional materials as well as the dielectric constant of the encapsulation layer, thereby destabilizing the performance of biointegrated devices. Ion diffusion is a critical problem for SiO\textsubscript{2}, where intrinsic penetration through the material itself leads to drifts in the threshold voltages of underlying transistors, for example.\textsuperscript{12,14} For the case of SiN\textsubscript{x}, the presence of pinholes leads to ion penetration. We utilized 1× PBS, pH 7.4, which contains 137 mM Na\textsuperscript+ ions to explore the Na\textsuperscript+ ion diffusion rate into SiC nanomembranes. Three sets of SiC/Si samples with dimensions of 10 mm × 10 mm were immersed in 1× PBS at 96 °C for 0, 6, and 12 days. The relative concentrations of the Na\textsuperscript+ ions in the SiC films were then measured using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), where a Au beam was utilized to remove the material and an O\textsubscript{2} beam was employed to detect the Na\textsuperscript+ ions. Figure 4A shows the Na\textsuperscript+ depth profile in these films. The results show that the ion concentration increases with increasing soaking period, consistent with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements (Figure S3). The ion diffusion sharply decreased by 3 orders of magnitude from a depth of 50 nm and reached the detection limit of the SIMS measurement at a depth of 100 nm for the 12 day samples, implying an extremely low ion diffusivity through the SiC films. Therefore, crystalline SiC nanomembranes can serve as an excellent ion barrier to protect other electronic components embedded underneath. The change in ellipsometry spectra provides further insights into the extent of ion diffusion. Figure 4(B) shows a consistent optical reflectance of 230 nm SiC films after immersion in PBS at 96 °C for 0, 6, and 12 days. This result demonstrates the superiority of SiC over thermal oxide, which exhibits a significant blue shift of 200 nm wavelength in its optical reflectance spectra after only 14 h of soaking in PBS at 96 °C (film thickness of thermal oxide = 320 nm).\textsuperscript{15} The current–voltage (I–V) characteristics further confirm the negligible influence of diffused ions on the electrical conductance of both p-type (carrier concentration = 5 × 10\textsuperscript{18} cm\textsuperscript{-3}, hole mobility = 30 cm\textsuperscript{2} V\textsuperscript{−1} s\textsuperscript{−1}) and n-type (carrier concentration = 5 × 10\textsuperscript{19} cm\textsuperscript{-3}, electron mobility = 100 cm\textsuperscript{2} V\textsuperscript{−1} s\textsuperscript{−1}) SiC films (Figure 4C). The SiC films also show consistent electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) (with a small difference in impedance and phase falling within the variation between samples fabricated from the same wafer, Figure S6), which indicates its potential as an excellent, long-term Faradaic interface (Figure 4D). The impedance of highly doped SiC electrodes (with a surface area of 200 μm × 200 μm and a thickness of 230 nm) at 1 kHz was approximately 10 kΩ, which is in the same range as highly doped 4H-SiC and 3C-SiC shank electrodes reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{36,39} This value is well below 600 kΩ, indicating its suitability for electrophysiological recording applications.\textsuperscript{46}

For implantable electronics, the biocompatibility of the functional materials plays a crucial role to avoid the risk of rejection. A common way to test the biocompatibility of a material is through in vitro cell cultures. We employed mouse fibroblast (MF) cells (e.g., for animal model study) and human dermal fibroblast (HDF) cell lines (e.g., for practical health care applications) as indicators of SiC biocompatibility. Prior to cell culture, the SiC nanomembranes were cleaned with 80% ethanol followed by surface UV exposure for 30 min. The cells were seeded on the surface of SiC followed by storing at 37 °C for 3 days. The high optical transmittance of the free-standing SiC nanomembranes in the visible range enables cell morphology observation and imaging using inverted fluorescent microscopes (Figure 5A). Figure 5B–E shows bright-field and fluorescent microscopy images of HDF cells after 24 h. The increase in the number of cells after 24 h indicates a good proliferation in the HDF cells (Figure 5B). The formation of functional actin fibers and cell nuclei (stained with DAPI) clearly captures the extensive stress of the HDF cytoskeleton, confirming that the cells well anchored on the SiC surface. The proper distribution of mitochondria throughout all cells strongly implies their healthiness and regular growth. Good proliferation was also observed in MF cells with clear formation of cytoskeleton and nuclei structures (Figure 5F). Figure 5G shows the quantified viability of the HDF and MF cells after being cultured on SiC nanomembranes for 72 h, which is comparable to that of control samples (Figures S7 and S8). Employing a similar cell culture protocol, we also observed good cell proliferation in low-doped SiC (Figure S9), indicating that varying the doping concentration does not affect the biocompatibility of SiC nanomembranes.

The above experimental results clearly highlight the potential of SiC nanomembranes for long-lived bioimplantable applications as the material shows a zero hydrolysis rate, negligible water penetration, extremely low ion diffusivity, and good cell level biocompatibility. However, SiC-on-Si is a rigid platform that is not suitable for soft tissue interfaces. To overcome this mechanical mismatch, we developed a transfer technique to form flexible crystalline SiC electronics, as illustrated in Figure 6A. Free-standing SiC nanomembranes with dimensions varying from a few hundred micrometers up to several millimeters were formed by use of KOH etching to remove the silicon underneath. The mechanical robustness was investigated using a burst test, showing that membranes with a window size of 1 mm × 1 mm can hold a pressure of up to 1.5 bar (Figure S10). This mechanical strength allows for photoresist, spin-coating, and wet-etching in liquid media, including the ability to execute complete processes on free-standing SiC nanomembranes to yield microstructures with a large aspect ratio (e.g., thickness/length ~ 1:10\textsuperscript{4}). Figure 6B demonstrates a direct photolithography sequence that involves aluminum (Al) hard masks patterned on the free-standing areas of nanomembranes. Etching the SiC through this mask using inductive coupling plasma (SF\textsubscript{6} + O\textsubscript{2}) followed by removal of the Al resulted in free-standing SiC microstructures such as microbridges and microtrampolines (Figure S11). We note that anisotropic etching of the Si (through the back SiC hard mask) created SiC microtrenches (aligned along [110] crystallographic orientation) to connect all devices as a part of a full 6 in. SiC/Si wafer. By clipping these trenches, each SiC nanomembrane on silicon chips can easily be separated, enabling either selective transfer (e.g., a single device at a time) or a large collection of SiC devices (e.g., an array of nanomembranes) for particular applications (Figure 6B, left). The free-standing SiC structures can be stamped onto a polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) slab. By utilizing strain concentration designs, the stamped SiC structures can be detached from the Si substrates at the anchor...
fabrication technology is applicable to a wide range of epitaxial material systems (e.g., III-Nitride on Si, or diamond-like carbon film on Si) where there is no sacrificial layer sandwiched between functional films and the handling substrate, as in the case of silicon-on-insulator wafers.

We estimated the bendability of the transferred SiC nanomembranes using the conventional plate and shell model: $M = E_{SiC}t_{SiC}^3/12$, where $E_{SiC}$ and $t_{SiC}$ are the Young’s modulus and the thickness of the SiC nanomembranes, respectively. This scaling suggests that decreasing the thickness of the SiC from bulk dimensions (e.g., 300 μm) to nanomembranes (e.g., 10 nm) will reduce the bending stiffness by 14 orders of magnitude (Figure 7A, solid line). In addition, with the same dimensions, Si nanomembranes are approximately 2 times more flexible than SiC nanomembranes owing to differences in the Young’s moduli. As implantable electronics consist of not only the functional layer (i.e., SiC, or Si nanomembranes) but also the supporting soft substrate (i.e., PI), a bilayer model is needed to determine the bending stiffness of the SiC-on-PI platform:

$$M_{SiC/PI} = \frac{E_{SiC}^2 t_{SiC}^4 + E_{PI}^2 t_{PI}^4 + E_{SiC} E_{PI} t_{SiC}^2 t_{PI}^2 (2t_{SiC}^2 + 3t_{SiC} t_{PI} + 2t_{PI}^2)}{12(E_{SiC}^2 + E_{PI} t_{PI}^2)}$$

where $E$ and $t$ are the Young’s modulus and thickness of each layer, respectively. The results show that by transferring SiC onto PI, the bending stiffness is reduced by 1 million times compared to that of the bulk SiC material (Figure 7A, dashed lines). Furthermore, the bending stiffness of the bilayer is dominated by the PI layer (with its thickness being fixed at 14 μm) when the thickness of the nanomembranes reaches below ~300 nm for both SiC and Si (i.e., $M_{SiC/PI} \approx M_{Si/PI}$). The flexibility of the transferred SiC films was experimentally demonstrated using a buckling setup in which a bending radius of 6 mm (corresponding to a strain of $e = [t/2]/R \approx 0.12\%$) was applied using a cyclic linear actuator (Figure 7B). The stability in the measured electrical resistance of the SiC over 1000 bending cycles confirms the robust bendability of the SiC/PI platform (Figure 7C). The as-transferred SiC resistors (with Au/Cr electrodes) were also soaked in PBS at 96 °C for several days as a long-term operational test. The results show a consistent electrical conductivity for SiC-on-PI, over a period of at least 18 days in PBS, pH 7.4, at 96 °C. Using thermal oxide as a reference material (lifetime $\propto \exp(E_f/K_B T)$), the operating time scale of SiC/PI without any encapsulating layer is estimated to be over 100 years at human body temperature. The findings demonstrate that although SiC-on-PI offers a comparable mechanical flexibility as Si-on-PI, it also provides clear advantages regarding corrosive tolerance and long-term stability.

An attractive feature of SiC over metals is in the capacity to engineer the electrical properties (e.g., through doping impurities) for sensing applications. We demonstrated this point by constructing multifunctional SiC devices for measuring different biophysical parameters. We developed SiC temperature sensors using low-doped SiC films ($N_d = 10^{16}$ to $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$) transferred onto PI following the above fabrication process. The low-doped films were utilized because, generally, they offer a temperature sensitivity higher than that of highly doped samples. The temperature sensing mechanism is based on the thermoresistive effect in the SiC, where the electrical conductance of SiC increases with increasing temperatures due to the thermal activation of charge carriers: $\sigma \propto \exp(-E_f/K_B T)$ (Figure 7E). Figure 7F plots the temperature resistance of

![Figure 5. Biocompatibility of SiC nanomembranes tested with mouse (for animal model studies) and human (for practical health care applications) cells. (A) Optical transmittance of 230 nm thick SiC nanomembranes. (B) Bright-field images indicate cell adherence. (C) Cells show functional actin fiber formation. (D) All cells were counterstained for nuclei using DAPI (blue). (E) Mitochondria distribution throughout the cell was detected by using mitochondria-specific dye MitoTracker Deep Red. (F) Fluorescence from MF cells stained with actin and DAPI. (G) Trypan blue (TB) exclusion test shows no significant difference in percentage of viable cells.](Image)
coefficients (TCR = (ΔR/R)ΔT) in a temperature range of 25 to 80 °C. The results show a high TCR in SiC of approximately −12 000 ppm/K at 37 °C, which is 3.5 times larger than that of gold (3400 ppm/K). This large TCR of low-doped SiC along with its stability in bioluids allows continuous and long-lived temperature recording.

Besides the thermoresistive effect, SiC materials also possess a significant piezoresistive phenomenon that follows from modulation of the band gap of SiC under a mechanical load.44,47 We demonstrated SiC/PI strain sensors by peeling off the SiC/PI from the glass substrate and attaching it onto an acrylic cantilever (Figure 7G). Mechanical strains were then applied to the SiC sensors by deflecting the free tip of the cantilever (Figure S14). Figure 7H shows the response of the sensors to external forces, indicating that the electrical conductance of p-type SiC decreases with increasing the applied tensile force from 0 to 392 mN. The sensors also exhibit good repeatability over 40 bending cycles (Figure 7H, bottom). To estimate the actual strain induced in the SiC sensors, we employed a metal strain gauge adhered on a similar acrylic cantilever. Figure 7I shows the relative resistance change of the SiC sensors in comparison to that of the commercial strain gauge, indicating a good linearity and a higher sensitivity in the as-transferred SiC devices. The gauge factor (GF = (ΔR/R)/ε) of the SiC was found to be 27.4, which is approximately 14 times higher than that of metals. This significant piezoresistive effect in flexible SiC suggests great potential for the development of long-lived mechano-physiological recording systems for monitoring processes such as bladder expansion, lung respiration, and heart contractions.

CONCLUSION

The findings in this work demonstrate that flexible platforms based on nanomembranes of SiC offer many attractive features as long-lived implantable devices owing to its chemical stability in bioluids, outstanding water barrier characteristics, and extremely low permeability to ions, suitable for stable operation with projected lifetimes of many decades in biological environments. The fabrication approach to release and transfer nanomembrane SiC onto flexible polymer substrates such as PI establishes a route to systems well-suited for integration with soft tissues, enabling the development of unusual wide band gap semiconducting devices with bendable, foldable, and flexible formats and advanced functional modes. The robustness of the SiC biointerface along with its interesting physical properties, including thermoresistive and piezoresistive effects, suggests a promising path toward advanced versions of long-term implantable electronics for chronic neural and cardiac electrophysiology.

METHOD

SiC Film Deposition. The SiC films were deposited onto a Si substrate using a hot wall chamber (Epiflex) at a temperature of 1250 °C. Prior to thin film deposition, the Si substrate was cleaned using the standard process RCA (Radio Corporation of America). The growth process started with carbonization of the Si surface followed by an alternating supply of epitaxy cycles where SiH₄ and C₂H₆ were utilized as Si and C precursors. To form n-type and p-type SiC, an in situ doping method was employed in which NH₃ and TMAl were the dopants for n-type and p-type, respectively.

Device Development. Fabrication of Free-Standing SiC Structures. The backside SiC layer was used as a hard mask to form
free-standing $\text{SiC}$ membranes on the top surface. The AZ5214 photoresist was spin-coated and patterned to form microscale window structures on the $\text{SiC}$ bottom layers. This $\text{SiC}$ bottom layer was then dry-etched using inductively coupled plasma etching ($\text{SF}_6 + \text{O}_2$) for about 2 min to expose the silicon layer. The exposed Si area was then wet-etched using KOH (30%) at 80 °C for 10 h, leaving square-shaped free-standing $\text{SiC}$ nanomembranes (Figure 1D). The wafer was then cleaned using RCA to remove Si contamination. Next, 100 nm aluminum was deposited on the free-standing $\text{SiC}$ films to form a hard mask for subsequent $\text{SiC}$ plasma etching. The AZ5214 photoresist was spin-coated on Al/Si and patterned on free-standing membranes to form various microstructures including microbeams and trampolines. The exposed SiC areas were then plasma-etched, leaving free-standing Al/SiC structures. The Al mask was completely removed using wet-etching to form free-standing SiC structures for subsequent transfer using PDMS slabs. Further details are available in the Supporting Information, Figure S1.

**Fabrication of Hydrolysis Testing Samples.** Photoresist AZ5214 was spin-coated and patterned to form microwindows on testing materials. A 100 nm thick Ti film was sputtered and then lifted-off, leaving opening areas of p+ Si, thermal oxide, and SiC. Next, these samples were diced into 4 mm $\times$ 4 mm chips and inserted into a PBS-containing Teflon bottle at 96 °C. Subsequently, a thin layer of PDMS was spin-coated at 4000 rpm on a glass slide to form an adhesion layer. Next, the Mg/SiC chip was flipped and embedded onto the wet PDMS/glass slide and then heated to 150 °C for 5 min to fix the SiC chip on the glass slide. Finally, a Teflon reservoir was attached on the bottom side of the chip using high-temperature epoxy to contain the PBS solution. The transparency of glass and PDMS enables direct observation of the Mg film during the wafer diffusion experiment (Figure S2).

**Electrical Measurement.** The current–voltage ($I-V$) characteristics of all samples were measured using a semiconductor device parameter analyzer (Agilent B1500). The temperature sensors were tested using a thermal chuck where electrical contact was formed using a probe station. The strain sensors were characterized using the current–time ($I-t$) mode, in which the bias voltage applied to the sensors was fixed at 0.5 V and the change in the output current under the applied force was continuously recorded.
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